The following 6(a)(2) adverse incident categories must be reported to OSS within the stated time frames:

**H-A Human – Death:** Must be reported to OSS immediately.

**H-B Human – Major:** Allegation that a person may have exhibited symptoms which may have been life threatening, resulted in adverse reproductive effects, or in residual disability. Report the incident to OSS upon receipt of verification of medical treatment or within 30 days of allegation.

**H-C Human – Moderate:** Allegations that a person may have symptoms more pronounced, more prolonged, or of a more systemic nature with minor symptoms. Usually some form of medical treatment would have been indicated. Symptoms were not life-threatening. Report the incident to OSS upon receipt of verification of medical treatment or within 30 days of allegation.

**PD-A Property Damage with Risk to Human Health:** Example: a fire or an explosion. Report the incident to OSS upon receipt of verification of police/fire department report or within 30 days.

**W-A Wildlife – Major:** If any of the following incidents described are alleged, report to OSS within 30 days:
1. Caused by a pesticide currently in Formal Review for ecological review by EPA. No APHIS products are currently under Formal Review.
2. Affected Fish: 1,000 or more individuals of a schooling species or 50 or more individuals of a non-schooling species in a single incident.
3. Affected Bird: A pesticide other than a avicide affected 200 or more individuals of a flocking species, or 50 or more individuals of songbird species, or 5 or more individuals of a predatory bird species in a single incident.
4. Affected Mammal: A pesticide that is not intended for the control of mammalian species affected 50 or more individuals of a relatively common or herding species or 5 or more individuals of a rare or solitary species in a single incident.
5. Affected Reptiles and Amphibians: A pesticide that is not intended for the control of reptiles or amphibians affected 50 or more individuals of a relatively common species or 5 or more individuals of a rare or solitary species in a single incident.
6. Involves effects to or illegal pesticide treatment (misuse) of a substantial tract of habitat (greater than or equal to 10 acres, terrestrial or aquatic).
7. Involves a major spill or discharge (greater than or equal to 5,000 gallons of pesticide).
8. Involves adverse effects caused by a pesticide to a Federally listed endangered or threatened species.

**H-D Human – Minor:** If person alleges some symptoms, but are minimally traumatic. The symptoms ended rapidly. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**H-E Human – Unknown:** Symptoms are unknown, unspecified or all alleged to be of a delayed or chronic nature that may appear in the future. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**D-A Domestic Animal – Death:** Death including euthanization. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**D-B Domestic Animal – Major:** Alleged to exhibit symptoms which may have been life-threatening or resulted in residual disability. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**D-C Domestic Animal – Moderate:** Alleged to exhibit symptoms which are more pronounced, more prolonged or a more systemic nature but not life-threatening, usually requiring some form of treatment. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**D-D Domestic Animal – Minor:** Alleged to exhibit minor symptoms. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**W-B Wildlife – Individual Animal Incident:** Report allegations of deaths of individual animals. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter. Exception to the reporting requirement: the affected animal is categorized as a pest species and is a similar species to the target animal.

**P-A Plants – Major:** More than 45 percent of the acreage exposed to the pesticide is damaged. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**P-B Plants – Minor:** Less than 45 percent of the acreage exposed to the pesticide is damaged. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**PD-B Property Damage – Moderate:** The product is alleged to have caused damage in excess of $5,000. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**PD-C Property Damage – Minor:** Any allegation of property damage less than $5,000 including reports which do not specify the amount of damage. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**ONT – All:** Any allegation of affected nontargets not included in above categories. Example: beneficial insects. Submit the report to OSS within the quarter.

**Failure of a Product to Perform:** Submit reports to OSS within 30 days.